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Abstract 

In view of the one-cycle control existence question, Research team proposed one kind of 

improvement one-cycle control new strategy, namely the exact cycle integral function control, 

and studied the exact cycle integral function control which the belt forward feed compensated 

in double transistor to stir up in the converter the application, has confirmed this control 

strategy validity and the feasibility through the simulation. For this purpose, research team 

proposed countermeasures which adopts exact cycle integral function controller with he 

function of automatic limiting integrator. The measure can solve the problem of system 

oscillation caused by the load jump of the converter. 
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1. Introduction 

One-Cycle Control uses a non-linear integrator, forces switch variable in each cycle is exactly equal 
to the control reference, improving the system dynamic response of inhibiting the input power 

disturbances and tracking control criterion change dramatically. However, One-Cycle Control has the 
disadvantages of slow load disturbance dynamic response and steady state error of the system[1-3]. 

Based on the above disadvantages of single-cycle control, research team proposed one kind of 

improvement one-cycle control new strategy, namely the exact cycle integral function control, and 
studied the exact cycle integral function control which the belt forward feed compensated in double 

transistor to stir up in the converter the application, has confirmed this control strategy validity and 
the feasibility through the simulation[4-6]. 

2. Features and improvements of exact cycle integral function control 

Assume that the initial value of integrator at the time of 1t  is 1rV , then the integrator output intV  at the 

time of 2t  can be expressed as:  
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When the integrator output reaches comparator threshold, flip flop reverses, the integrator is reset. 

The initial value 2rV  of integrator at the time of 4t  can be calculated with the following formula: 
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In the formula: 1k , 2k —Sampling resistor divider ratio and proportional amplifier gain. 

When the system is in steady state operation, the integrator initial value of converter adjacent switch 

cycle necessarily equal, that is 1 2r rV V . So it can be deduced: 
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Because the reset pulse generated by a narrow pulse generator is constant, assume that: 
3 2resetT t t  , 

switching cycle 
4 1sT t t  , then obtain the following equation: 
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The integral time for the upper left of the equation is 
sT , that is in the time period after the capacitor is 

reset(Before the next clock comes), all output information of the controlled switch(Including the 
output due to the switching time of the power tube) will enter the integrator totally, which ensures that 

no output information is lost during the reset period, achieving a complete correction of the converter 
switching error[7-9]. 

Double transistor forward converters of exact cycle integral function control with feed-forward 

compensation is shown in Figure 1: Main topological structure uses double transistor forward 
converters. This is because the voltage stress of each switch tube is half of the output voltage, which 

reduces the cost of the converter. The control circuit is composed of integrator, comparator, D 
flip-flop, driver, narrow pulse generator. Double feed forward feedback control uses capacitive 

current and output voltage. Assume that the switching tube S1、S2、D1、D2、D3、D4 are all ideal 
components. 

 
Figure 1 Double transistor forward converters of exact cycle integral function control with 

feed-forward compensation 

Double transistor forward converters of exact cycle integral function control works as follows: At the 

time of the rising edge of the clock, because of the high level of the D trigger, the D trigger is set, and 
the output is high, the switch S1, S2 is turned on by the drive. The input voltage is reduced by the high 

frequency transformer, getting switching pulse VD at the secondary side diode. The changing 
switching pulses enter the integrator in real time. When the integrator output Vint is equal to the 

control reference Vref, comparator flips, so D flip flop reset. When the driver drives the switch tube S1, 
S2 to turn off, the switch of secondary side turns on to lead the energy stored in the inductor to 

continue to flow through the diode D4, maintaining stability of output voltage. At the same time the D 
trigger is reset, narrow pulse generator produces a narrow reset pulse, driving the reset switch W to 

reset integrator. This work cycles again and again. 

So, after the introduction of double transistor forward converters of double feed-forward exact cycle 

integral function control, its steady state output is the same as that without double transistor forward 

converters of double feed-forward exact cycle integral function control. That is:  
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By the above analysis, we can know that the disturbance of the load can be eliminated and achieve 

static no difference of the input power supply change[8-9]. 
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3. Simulation of double transistor forward converters of exact cycle integral 
function control with feed-forward compensation 

(1) Suppression of power disturbance simulation: Figure 2 is the diode voltage, the output of the 

integrator and driving waveform. Figure 3 is the input voltage, the output voltage and the inductor 
current. When the control reference and output load remain unchanged, and the input voltage jumps 

from 400V to 450V(The time is in 2ms), the diode voltage 
DV  changes, and effects, then accelerate 

the integrator output to reach control reference, reduce duty-cycle and keep the output voltage of the 
converter constant. 

      
 Figure 2 Diode voltage, output of the integrator and driving waveform  

 
  Figure 3 Input voltage, output voltage and inductor current 

(2) Suppression of load disturbance simulation: Figure 4 is the inductor current, capacitance current 

and output voltage waveform. Figure 5 is the diode voltage, the output of the integrator and driving 

waveform. When the input power and control reference remain unchanged, and the load jumps from 
5Ω to 10Ω in 2ms. It can be seen from the simulation results that double transistor forward converters 

of exact cycle integral function control with feed-forward compensation can effectively restrain the 
disturbance of the load and achieve the stability of output voltage.  

        
Figure 4 Inductor current, capacitance current and output voltage waveform 
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Figure 5 Diode voltage, output of the integrator and driving waveform 

4. Conclusion 

The one-cycle control through uses a non-linear integrator, forces the switch converter medium in 
each switch cycle in the datum, crossed the converter output stage, thus reduces the systems control 

step number, causes the system to suppress inputs the dynamic response which the power source 
disturbs to enhance greatly. It can concluded from theoretical analysis and simulation results that the 

exact cycle integral function control with feed-forward compensation basically achieves the optimal 
control, the dynamic response is fast and can achieve no errors at stable state.  
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